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upper Obi.    I can kill a, boar as quickly as any man in my
tribe.    Now I am a Voroshilov sniper.   S, love Stalin.   His
pietun* is Uiiiooed on my chest.    I had this done when I
was still at home.   But here they have told me that this was
an uncultured way of showing my loyalty.    I should have
worn his picture, which is to rue the symbol of my liberation
inside my chest and not outside on my skin.    I long to go
back to my people.    I am happy here.   But I want them to
become quite as happy there, all of them.   1 shall take every-
thing that made me happy here to them in my chest and my
head.   I shall show that 1 have been worthy of the education
I was given here.    'There is much to be clone.    Do you
know how my people lived before?    Russian traders came
and gave a man vodka, then  they said: "For this vodka
you owe me ten squirrel furs11.   'The man replied: "No, no,
this is too much bunting for so little vodka11.   So the trader
gave him a few more glasses and then said: "Now you owe
me twenty squirrel furs.   I shall come for them next year".
The Oslyak was quite drunk meanwhile and so he said:
"Yes,  I owe you twenty squirrel l\m\ and he sang that
dirtiest of all songs which Russians taught my countrymen:
"I thank thcc, elder brother, for thou hast stilled my thirst,
I bow to thcc, elder brother, for I am a scoundrel anyway".
Once he had contracted such a debt he would stick to it and
his sons would have to pay for him, should he die, or become
ill, and be unable to shoot; enough squirrels through their
forehead.    It was a sacred debt.    When someone said:
"But you have been cheated by the Russian trader'*, the
man from my tribe would reply: "I know, but if he is a
crook, that is no reason at all why 1 should follow his dirty
example and break my word".   That is all dilFcrcnt now.
I, for instance, am given a good education.   I have learnt
to fly on a glider.   I can drive a motor car.   Our Institute
has an automobile and six gliders, on which we all practice.'
The library of the Institute had a record of what the
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